OZARK FOUNDATION BREEDERS ASSOCIATION

17th Annual Horse Sale

September 23, 2017 - 12:00 Noon (CST)

Selling Approximately 100 Head of AQHA Horses.
Approximately 15 Riding Horses

Bar None Cowboy Church - Midway, AR 72651
10 Miles North of Mountain Home, AR

Reference Sires Own Sons of:
Two ID Bartender • Hollywood Heat • Docs Gabilan • Smart Chic Olena • Zan Parr Zan
Dun It Like Lena • Twice As Shiney • Hollywood Dun It • CL Poco Gold Doc
Royal Blue Texas (Peptoboonsmal) • Fuel N Shine (Shining Spark)
Cee Booger Red • Fiddlin Beau Jack • Bet Hesa Cat (High Brow Cat)
Mr. Red Bartender

www.ofbahorsesale.com
For Information or Catalog
Kenny McCullough, Pres. 870.895.4026 • Donnie Perry, Vice Pres. 870.656.2198
Teresa Walker, Treasurer • 870.321.0106, Call or Text
INDEX TO HORSES BY BREEDER:

Glen Allen: 11

Killian Quarter Horses: 4, 37, 48, 52, 54, 62, 64, 65, 68, 81, 85, 87, 88, 89

Mike Mahan: 3, 13, 19, 23, 30, 39, 43, 56

Kenny McCullough: 7, 20, 22, 26, 27, 34, 35, 42, 46, 49, 53, 59, 61, 63, 71, 75, 76, 79, 82

Montgomery Performance Horses: 1, 15, 18, 24, 28, 32, 36, 55, 69

Donnie & Georgina Perry: 9, 17, 25, 29, 31, 47, 51, 66, 70, 74

Gemstone H Ranch: 8, 12, 16, 21, 33, 40, 41, 45, 50, 57, 60, 73, 78, 84

Greg & Sarah Walker: 10

Jerry & Diane Walker: 5, 14, 44

Scott & Teresa Walker: 6, 38, 58, 67, 72, 77, 80

Walker 4W Farms: 2, 83, 86
ABOUT OFBA

Ozark Foundation Breeder’s Association (OFBA) was founded in 1999 by a group of family and friends with a passion for the American Quarter Horse. Since that time, breeders have come and gone but our association is still comprised of a tight nit group of breeders that are serious about producing nothing but the finest in top quality performance quarter horses. Today, OFBA presents one of the best and well known annual production horse sales in the Mid-West.

This year marks our 17th annual sale and the horses in this years sale are our best yet and are evidence of our goal which is to produce horses of quality that exhibit nice dispositions, good conformation, and athletic ability.

Whether you are searching for a horse for the show pen, rodeo arena, ranch, or trail; take a look at our 2017 offerings and we are certain that you can find a performance quarter horse to meet your equine needs.

Like us on Facebook!
Ozark Foundation Breeder's Association Horse Sale

Visit our website!
www.ofbahorsesale.com
**DIRECTIONS TO SALE FACILITY:**

**Directions from Gassville, AR:** Take US412 E/ US-62E, turn right at AR-126 N, turn left at AR-5N, turn left at County Road 15, turn left at Arrowleaf Ln.

**Directions from Mountain Home, AR:** Take AR-201N/AR-5N, continue to follow AR-5N, turn left at County Road 15, turn left at Arrowleaf Ln.

**Directions from Gainesville, MO:** Take AR-5S, turn right at County Road 15, turn left at Arrowleaf Ln.

**If you prefer to use a GPS, the physical address for the Bar None Cowboy Church is 44 Arrowleaf Ln, Mountain Home, AR. NOTE: we have found that Google Maps will take you to the correct location; however, MapQuest will not.**
MEMBERS CONTACT INFORMATION

Glen Allen
P.O. Box 546
Ash Flat, AR 72513
870.994.2705

Gemstone H Ranch
AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder
Joe and Gayla Hamby Family
251.454.5443
Josh Hamby 251.510.7541
2958 Liberty Rd
Viola, AR 72583
roper77969@gmail.com

Killian Quarter Horses/K2 Ranch
AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder
Darrell & Tim Killian
P.O. Box 75
Pineville, AR 72566
870.373.1026
killianquarterhorses@yahoo.com
www.killianquarterhorses.com
Facebook: Killian Quarter Horses

Long Quarter Horses
Robert, Cari & Laci Long
197 Silverwood Ln
Salem, AR 72576
Robert: 870.371.0515
Cari: 870.371.0315
Laci: 870.371.1380
longquarterhorses@yahoo.com
Facebook: Long Quarter Horses

McCullough Farms
456 Lakeview Trl
Salem, AR 72576
Kenny & Cindy 870.895.4026
Flint 870.710.0118
Dustin & Sarah 870.371.0271
flintmccullough@hotmail.com
www.mcculloughfarms.com
Facebook: McCulloughFarms.com

Mike and Debbie Mahan
503 C.R. 7710
Bakersfield, MO 65609
417.284.3057
Cell: 417.505.9351

Montgomery Performance Horses
Donald Montgomery
524 Pickren Hall Rd
Viola, AR 72583
Office: 870.425.0616
Cell: 870.405.9148
montgomerydonald@hotmail.com

Donnie & Georgina Perry
226 CR 1069
Gassville, AR 72635
870.656.2198
perrydgpp@gmail.com

GW Quarter Horses
Greg & Sarah Walker
39 West Valley Trl
Mountain Home, AR 72653
870.404.1596
Facebook: GW Quarter Horses

Jerry and Diane Walker
AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder
3891 Center Point Loop
Elizabeth, AR 72531
870.421.1208
wjerry73@yahoo.com

Walker 4W Quarter Horses
AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder
Scott & Teresa Walker
3854 Center Point Loop
Elizabeth, AR 72531
870.321.0106

Walker 4W Farm
AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder
870.321.0106
Bar None Cowboy Church Welcomes You
870-481-5600

Our Mission:
To share the Love of God with folks who have a love for western culture that they might come to know Christ and all of us grow as believers.

JOIN US AT 9 AM EVERY SUNDAY FOR CHURCH SERVICE.

Listen to our sermons at www.barnonecowboychurch.com
So do not fear, for I am with you; 
Do not be dismayed, for I am your God. 

I will strengthen you and help you; 
I will uphold you with my righteous right hand.

- Isaiah 41:10
Palomino Filly
April 18, 2017
Consigned by: Montgomery Performance Horses
POCO SANCHITA OJOS
CL POCO GOLD DOC
LYNX O GOLD
CS SANCHITA SEMINOLE
BUBAS BILLY BARNES
BUBAS POCO DOLLY
DOLLYS HANCOCK
SMART CHIC OLENA
JODIES BAR CHIC
ROYAL JODIE BAR
POCO THIRSTY CHIC
NAVAJO JESSIE
JESSIE POCO THIRSTY
MISS POCO THIRSTY
Power House palomino filly. Combines the foundation bloodlines of King, Poco Bueno, Wimpy, Mr. San Peppy, Doc Bar, Three Bars, with an own daughter of Jodies Bar Chic. Dam is a full sister to several BLACK geldings we have offered at the sale in the past that have went on to earn $$ in the roping arena. One recently selling for $30,000! She will be a top notch performer and then make an outstanding color producing broodmare.

Bay Roan Stallion
April 25, 2017
Consigned by: Walker 4W Farm
MR BARON RED
MR RED BARTENDER
GIRL BARTENDER
RC SHINING BARTENDER
SHINING FRECKLES
TYREE SHINING SANDY
TYREE PEPPY SANDY
MR BARON RED
MR RED TYREE
TREE’S CLASSY
RC TYREE FRECKLES 07
COMMANDER FRECKLES
MS FOURBLE FRECKLES
FOURBLE SOCKS
This stallion is made to perform with MR RED BARTENDER, MR BARON RED (top and bottom), and COMMANDER FRECKLES pedigrees. The pedigree line up on this stallion speaks for itself. He has been handled since birth by our granddaughter and has been quick to respond to her touch. Colt was raised as an orphan and Kara will have gentle.
2016 Sorrel Mare
MISS DRY GAMBLER
Consigned by: Mike and Deborah Mahan

DOC BAR
DOCS GABILAN
PURE JOY

DOCGAB
MR SAN PEPPY
JEANIE KING
KARLYE KING
DREDOC
DREDOCREBEL
MISS FRIEDA LEO

MISS SAN DRY
MR SAN PEPPY
PEPPY GAMBLER
JUGADA

Nice double bred Mr San Peppy yearling filly. Lots of cow top and bottom. Line bred King Ranch breeding on bottom side of dam.

Bay Roan
May 15, 2017
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses

SHINE THAT FUEL TANK

SHINING SPARK
FUEL N SHINE
BOOMERITA

PEPTOS PLAYBOY
PEPTOS LADY 408
DRY DOCS RUBY

HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
DUN IT LIKE LENA
MY KID SIS

MISS PEPPY LIKE LENA
CGS MR PEP
UNO PEPPY MISS
UNO CARDANITA

If you are looking for a good versatile gelding prospect, then this one should be the cat's meow. He's got a great combo pedigree of SHINING SPARK and HOLLYWOOD DUN IT, with BOOMERNIC, PEPTOBOONSMAL, DRY DOC, GALLO DEL CEILO and SMART LITTLE UNO one spot off of his papers.....nothing but Legends from top to bottom. He's a bay roan with good black feet, tons of hip, muscle and a thick chest. Full buckskin brother to this colt was one of the top selling weanlings two years ago and that horse has started his training and is riding around like an old pro.......same horse right here, but just in a cool bay roan package. Don’t miss this one, he’s got it all! AQHA Ranching Eligible.
Buckskin Filly  
May 7, 2017  
Consigned by: Jerry and Diane Walker

HOLLYWOOD DUN IT  
DUN IT LIKE LENA  
MY KID SIS

PLAYRIGHT BY DUN IT

SANGRIS PLAYRIGHT  
THERMO PLAYRIGHT  
HOLLY THERMO WOLF

MR BARON RED
TWO EYED RED BUCK  
IMA TYREE

TWO BUCK HAVANA

ED’S STAR DUSTER  
HAVANA HANNA  
WATCH JO BAB

Buckskin Filly
May 7, 2017  
Consigned by: Scott and Teresa Walker

SHINING SPARK
TWICE AS SHINEY
SHINE A MITE

REY SHINING DYNAMITE

PEPPY SAN ZERO
BADGERS BIGSTEP BABE
NOBLE SEXY QUICKSTEP

HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
DUN IT LIKE LENA  
MY KID SIS

DUN ITS SHINING REY

SEVEN S TORONADO
COWBOYS SHINING REY
COWBOYS HOT HOLLIDAY

One of my best fillies. Her dam is perlino and her sire is palomino, so she should be a color producer.
Viola Hardware

Plumbing • Electrical • Lumber Supplies • Feed

We are now an Authorized Dealer

314 Highway 223 South • Viola, AR 72583 870-458-2010
Red Roan Stallion  
March 11, 2017  
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough
TWO EYED JACK  
TWO ID BARTENDER  
PRISSY JOANN  

MAGNOLIA BARTENDER
MAGNOLIA DUNNY  
MAGNOLIA BUFFY  
MARGIE’S GOLDIE  

CEE BOOGER RED  
BADGERS RODEO RED  
HARLANDERS ROSEBUD  

BADGERS SHORT GO
DEALING AN ACE  
SWEETHEART DELTMEAJET  
MELROSE SWEETHEART  

Good roping horse pedigree here. Two ID Bartender is an AQHA World Champion, heading and heeling horse. Badgers Rodeo Red is Reserve World Champion calf horse. I know of two full siblings that are being roped on now. If your looking for close-up Bartender colts better take notice. Only two colts by Magnolia Bartender this year.

Buckskin Filly  
2017  
Consigned by: Gemstone H Ranch
POCO SANCHITA OJOS  
CL POCO GOLD DOC  
LYNX O GOLD  

CS SANCHITA SEMINOLE
BUBAS BILLY BARNES  
BUBAS POCO DOLLY  
DOLLYS HANCOCK  

GALLO DEL CIELO  
SWEET GALLO OAK  
SWEET SISTER OAK  

LD SWEET PECOS JOY
SOLITO BADGER  
DEMKE GAL 224  
PRETTY PECOS JOY  

This might be the most power packed filly we have ever raised. She is a pretty, loud colored buckskin with a ton of eye appeal. She's foundation bred on the top side and double bred Peppy San Badger on the bottom side. Her mother is a granddaughter of the great Rooster, the stud that put the Polo Ranch on the leading breeders list. Sweet Gallo Oak stood on the Raymond Sutton Ranch. This filly is paid up in the Ranching Heritage.
Red Roan Filly
March 14, 2017
Consigned by: Donnie and Georgina Perry
PEPTOBOONSMAL
ROAN TEXAS
LYNX BAR LEGACY

ROYAL BLUE TEXAS
TRIPLE ROYAL
ROYALS BAB
MISSY TEAR DROP
GAY BAR KING
LITTLE GAY BAR
KING’S PEPPY BEA

GAY BARS DUSTY STORM
THE BONUS
DUSTY BONUS
DUSTY EYED LADY

Nice red roan filly, lots of muscle. Money and point winners top and bottom. Out of an all around using mare we rode, showed, and let the kids ride. Athletic filly with lots of possibilities wether it be ride, rope, or just to make a good brood mare. This is a granddaughter out of Roan Texas who earned 395 AQHA points.

Palomino Stallion
May 22, 2017
Consigned by: Greg and Sarah Walker

FUEL N SHINE
SHINE THAT FUEL TANK
PEPTOS LADY 408

RUM N SHINE
RUM SQUALL
PEP O LENA SQUALL
SR QUIXOTE LENA

EYED TY TWO
CLASSY TY N TWO
CLASSY BOSTON JACKIE

BONITAS CLASSY GIRL
BONITA GOLD RUSH
BONITAS LITTLE GIRL
BUCKS LITTLE GIRL
2006 Red Dun Stallion
LEOS HEATED ZAN
Consigned by: Glen Allen

HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
HOLLYWOOD HEAT
RIV O LENA

LEOS NIGHT HEAT
WAR LEO JR
LEO NIGHT GLO
LES' NIGHT GLO

ZAN PARR BAR
ZANS REFLECTION
MISS ANN JAN

ZANS STORMY GIRL
FLASHY GO
CHIZZY SUPER MIKE
KEG O FLYING

He has been roped on and used on the ranch.

2014 Buckskin Gelding
PLAIN DUEL GOLD
Consigned by: Gemstone H Ranch

POCO SANCHITA OJOS
CL POCO GOLD DOC
LYNX O GOLD

CS SANCHITA SEMINOLE
BUBAS BILLY BARNES
BUBAS POCO DOLLY
DOLLYS HANCOCK

JUST PLAIN COLONEL
PLAIN DUAL NIC
DOLLINIC

NICS PLAIN ANN
REMEDINIC
ANNIE NIC
GOLDANN JO

This buckskin gelding is out of our foundation bred cremello stallion and a super nice buckskin mare that Roger Tackitt raised, that goes back to Colonel Freckles and Doc's Remedy. This horse is really riding around and wants to please. My main heel horse, Vegas, is a full sister to this horse's momma. They love cattle and are great roping horses.
Hadley Deshazo

2015 IPRA WORLD CHAMPION

“WHISKERS”
AQHA HANKERS RED TYBOLT
2015 IPRA Tie Down Horse of Year

LTE: $176,479
Still Competing

Owned By
Hadley Deshazo

Trained By
Eddie Deshazo

Breeder
Steve Montgomery

Congratulations from
Uncle Donald at Montgomery Performance Horses
Palomino Filly
March 24, 2017
Consigned by: Mike and Deborah Mahan

DOC BAR
DOCS GALIBAN
PURE JOY

PEPPY GALIBAN

MR SAN PEPPY
JEANIE KING
KARLYE KING

DRY DOC REBEL
DRY PEP REBEL
PEPPY GAMBLER

PEPS YELLOW ROSE

BUCYRUS KING
GYPSYS LAST ROSE
GYPSY DODSON

Nice palomino filly with a good head and a big hind leg. Close up foundation King P234 blood on bottom side. She will make a good user and brood mare later.

Buckskin Stallion
January 12, 2017
Consigned by: Jerry and Diane Walker

MR BARON RED
MR RED TYREE
TYREE’S CLASSY

ROAN LOBO JO

JOE JACK HONEYBAR
LOBO JO JACKIE
MISS LOBO RED

MR BARON RED
MR JOES SONG
WATCH JOES SONG

GOLDEN GAL SONG

TWO EYED RED BUCK
MAJORETTE GOLDEN GAL
WINDYS MAJORETTE
Red Roan Filly
February 21, 2017
Consigned by: Montgomery Performance Horses
SMART LITTLE LENA
SMART CHIC OLENA
GAY SUGAR CHIC

JODIES BAR CHIC
TRIPLE ROYAL
ROYAL JODIE BAR
JODIE JO BAR

PEPTOBOONSMAL
HES A PEPTOSPOONFUL
MISS SMARTY REY

SPOONFUL OF WASABI
DOCS STYLISH OAK
SHES A STYLISH BABE
SPENCERS BABE

Genetics, conformation, disposition and there is a difference. Jodies Bar Chic speaks for himself in earnings and a producer of numerous earners, own son the ONLY horse to win World Championship in cutting and reining: Smart Chic Olena. Dam: Spoonful of Wasabi, is an own daughter of Hes A Peptospoonful $72,851 NCHA, sire of $7.5 million NCHA by Peptoboonsmal $180,487 NCHA, sire of $165,708 NCHA, by Docs Stylish Oak $65,978 and sire of $8.5 million.

Palomino Filly
2017
Consigned by: Gemstone H Ranch
POCO SANCHITA OJOS
CL POCO GOLD DOC
LYNX O GOLD

CS SANCHITA SEMINOLE
GENUINE DOC
GENUINE DUSTY
MISS DUSTERS CLOTH

GENUINE DOC
GENUINE DUSTY
MISS DUSTERS CLOTH

GENUINE CHRIS MC
JB CUFFS TOM
JB REBEL
REBELS PAPER DOLL

Here is a gorgeous palomino filly, out of our foundation stallion a grand-daughter of the great Carol Rose’s late stallion Genuine Doc. Genuine Doc was the sire of Shining Spark. This filly has that great color and will surely ride around. Take a look at this one, she is sure to be great.
Red Roan Stallion  
February 22, 2017  
Consigned by: Donnie and Georgina Perry

PEPTOBOONSMAL  
ROAN TEXAS  
LYNX BAR LEGACY  

ROYAL BLUE TEXAS

TRIPLE ROYAL  
ROYALS BAB  
MISSY TEAR DROP  

GAY BAR KING  
LITTLE GAY BAR  
KING’S PEPPY BEA

JACKIES GOLDEN BAR

GO BIG RED GO  
DIAMOND EYED JACKIE  
PACIFIC SUN DUST

Big red roan horse colt, nice well balanced built colt. Bred for roping on top and bottom. Ropers don't pass this one up. Roan Texas earned 395 AQHA points most of his points were earned for roping.

2016 Bay Stallion

SHINE CHIC  
Consigned by: Montgomery Performance Horses  
SMART LITTLE LENA  
SMART CHIC OLENA  
GAY SUGAR CHIC

JODIES BAR CHIC

TRIPLE ROYAL  
ROYAL JODIE BAR  
JODIE JO BAR  

SHINING SPARK  
SHINING SNEAKERS  
MISS WAR DOC

HOPES DOUBLE DIAMOND

DOCS DOUBLE SURE DRY  
DOCS MISS AMERICA  
CAPITAL MISS AMERICA

This only the 2nd cross between Jodie and Hopes Double Diamond. We are extremely excited about these colts and their potential. It takes years to see if your stallion and mare's offspring produces winners and we believe this is the case with Shine Chic. He has all the genetics to be a great one. He combines the Legendary bloodlines of Smart Chic Olena and Shining Spark. Conformation on this yearling is amazing, little doll head, great neck, and a hind end that is made to get his butt in the dirt. Better take the opportunity while you can.
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2016 Buckskin Mare
JESS FOR LUCK
Consigned by: Mike and Deborah Mahan

DOC BAR
DOCS GABILAN
PURE JOY

DOC GAB
MR SAN PEPPY
JEANIE KING
KARLYE KING

DRY DOC
DRY DOC REBEL
MISS FRIEDA LEO

DRY LUCKY JESS
TAMU CHOO CHOO REY
REY DEL JESSIE
SQUEEKY DELL

Nice yearling filly, loaded with cow top and bottom. Will make a good rider and a great brood mare after that. Bottom line goes back to the great King Ranch sire Rey Jay.
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Buckskin Filly
March 18, 2017
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough

WATCH JOE JACK
FIDDLIN BEAU JACK
MS FIDDLIN BEAU

BEAU JACK BARTENDER
TWO ID BARTENDER
FOXY LADY BARTENDER
BARONS FOXY LADY

JODIE BOB HARLAN
CEE BEE HARLAN
CEE BOOGER BEE

DUBS JOAN
MR BARON RED
CATHY JO BARON
MISS CATHYS JO

If you're looking for broodmare prospect that will produce color, here is a buckskin/roan. She should make a rope horse prospect too with Watch Joe Jack, Two ID Bartender, Cee Booger Red, and Mr Baron Red in pedigree.
Cremello Stallion
2017
Consigned by: Gemstone H Ranch
POCO SANCHITA OJOS
CL POCO GOLD DOC
LYNX O GOLD

CS SANCHITA SEMINOLE

BUBAS BILLY BARNES
BUBAS POCO DOLLY
DOLLYS HANCOCK
POCO PLAYBOY ROSE
POCO PLAYBOY BOON
ROSAMOND

PPB MISS PEPPY SAGE

MR FORTY DRY
TWO-EYED TWISTED DRY
SL TWIST OF GLORY

Here is a stand up, rare color, cremello stallion that will be a 100% color producer. He should really ride around in a few years because he goes back to the legendary Freckles Playboy on the bottom and Poco Bueno on the top. He is paid up in the Ranching Heritage, and all of his colts will have color.

Bay Filly
March 21, 2017
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough

CEE BOOGER BADGER 71
CEE BOOGER RED
CROSS 1 59 BELL 71

CEE BOOGER ROANO

BLONDY'S DUDE
MISS HARLA DUDE
SOFT TONE

WATCH JOE JACK
FIDDLIN BEAU JACK
MS FIDDLIN BEAU

ZANS YO YO

ZAN PARR JACKPOT
ZANS BAY BE BLUE
JIMS STORMY LADY

This will be my first foal crop by Cee Booger Roano. These colts seem easy to deal with and not flighty by nature. If this one doesn't make a rope horse, I don't know how to pick them. I sure liked the cross of Fiddlin Beau Jack and Zans Bay Be Blue.
### Sorrel Stallion

**April 20, 2017**  
**Consigned by:** Mike and Deborah Mahan

- DOC BAR
- DOCS GABILAN
- PURE JOY

#### Peppy Gabilanan

- MR SAN PEPPY
- JEANIE KING
- KARLYE KING

- DRY DOC
- DRY DOC REBEL
- MISS FRIEDA LEO

#### Miss Dry Jez

- MR SAN PEPPY
- MISS SAN JEZ
- HEART BAR JEZZY

Nice sorrel stallion with a good head and big hip. Double bred Mr San Peppy. Sure looks to be a stallion prospect, don't miss this good colt.

### Black Filly

**March 15, 2017**  
**Consigned by:** Montgomery Performance Horses

- SMART LITTLElena
- SMART CHIC OLENA
- GAY SUGAR CHIC

#### Jodies Bar Chic

- TRIPLE ROYAL
- ROYAL JODIE BAR
- JODIE JO BAR

- HIGH BROW CAT
- CATS DESIRE
- GENUINE DESIRE

#### Cats R Desireable

- OKIE DOKIE DUALY
- CALL ME DUALY
- LINDA CEE

Take an own son of the legend: Smart Chic Olena, Jodies Bar Chic earner/producer and cross with an own daughter of Cats Desire $27,269 NCHA by the legend High Brow Cat $110,800 NCHA, sire of over $75 million and you get “Jodies Cats”. For added genetics throw in Okie Dokie Dually, NCHA producer by Dual Pep $313,192 NCHA, sire of $25 million. Head and neck like Ivanka Trump with a JLo booty, and she can really get around.
Red Roan Stallion  
March 20, 2017  
Consigned by: Donnie and Georgina Perry  
PEPTOBOONSMAL  
ROAN TEXAS  
LYNX BAR LEGACY  

ROYAL BLUE TEXAS SMOOTH  
TRIPLE ROYAL  
ROYALS BAB  
MISSY TEAR DROP  
GAY BAR KING  
LITTLE GAY BAR  
KING’S PEPPY BEA  

GAYBARS BLAZING BELL  
THE BONUS  
DUSTY BONUS  
DUSTY EYED LADY  
Big red roan horse colt, lots of leg and muscle. This colt will have the size and mind to make a good roping horse. Dam of this colt rides nice and quiet. We are starting to see some of our colts used for roping. Winners top and bottom, both AQHA and NCHA point earners.

2014 Dun Mare  
BUTTERCUP CHECKERS  
Consigned by: Dustin and Sarah Perryman  
WILYWOOD  
WILYWOODS RED BOY  
BABEWIN KEN  

WILYWOOD BREEZY BOY  
BREEZY BARTENDER  
PINES BREEZY  
PINE’S LADY TOO  
PEPONITA  
PEPONCHEK  
KINGS CHECKERS  

LITTLE MISS CHECKERS  
DUDES LITTLE LENA  
LITTLE MISS LEO BUCK  
MISS LOWRY BUCK  
This mare was started last year and we have been using her more this summer. Wilywood bred horses have been used for barrel racing to roping. Also add Peponita for cow horse. Easy to catch in pasture. See OFBA Facebook page for a video of her riding. 870-371-0271
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Sorrel Filly
April 10, 2017
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough
ZAN PARR BAR
ZAN PARR ZAN
TICKLED SILLY

MR ZAN SONOITA
DICK SONOITA
SONOITA TINA
MARTINAREE

TWO EYED JACK
FIDDLE ON JACK
LITTLE MUSIC

TWO JACK JENNY MOORE
SPORTY TWO EYE
JOY JACKIE
JOY JENNY MOORE

This will be my last foal crop by Mr Zan Sonoita. If your looking for close up blood of Zan Parr Bar, this is about as close as you can get in a colt. I leased Mr Zan Sonoita to cross on Eyed Jack mares (magic rope horse cross).

2015 Bay Roan Filly
GGG SUN FROST BODY
Consigned by: Montgomery Performance Horses
SUN FROST
PC RUSHON FROST
PC OAKA DELLA

GGG CINCHN UP THE SUN
PLUM ESPECIAL
PLUMS SUNFROST SUGAR
JD POLECATS SUNFROST

FRECKLES PLAYBOY
TANGYS KING PLAYBOY
TANGY LEKA

GGG KILY BODENE
MR SUGAR SAND
SWEET GOLDSEEKER
GOLDSEEKER MOLLY

SPEED, PC Rushon Frost owned by the Miser Ranch is a $$ earner in the roping/barrel arena and sire of $$ earners. He is by the legendary barrel stallion: Sun Frost. This filly is double bred Sun Frost on top with JD Polecats Son Frost (own son of Sun Frost). Now add cow, Plum Especial is by Carol Rose’s great horse Especial. Tangy King Playboy, NCHA earner and producer. Freckles Playboy, NCHA World Champion and sire of World Champions. This beautiful colored bay roan filly will really ride. 100% sound.
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**Red Roan Filly**

February 12, 2017

*Consigned by: Donnie and Georgina Perry*

PEPTOBOONSMAL

ROAN TEXAS

LYNX BAR LEGACY

**ROYAL BLUE TEXAS**

TRIPLE ROYAL

ROYALS BAB

MISSY TEAR DROP

LOTSOLENA

LOTS OF FRECKLES

MISS PATTY FRECKLES

**LOTS OF RED SILK**

LITTLE GAY BAR

INDIA RED SILK

DUSTYS BONUS

Big red roan filly, straight legs and good muscle. Money and point winners top and bottom. Take a good look at her pedigree, she will make an all around using horse!
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**Palomino Stallion**

April 23, 2017

*Consigned by: Mike and Deborah Mahan*

DOC BAR

DOCS GABILAN

PURE JOY

**PEPPY GABILAN**

MR SAN PEPPY

JEANIE KING

KARLYE KING

DRY DOC REBEL

DRY PEP REBEL

PEPPY GAMBLER

**MISTYS DRY PEP**

FRECKLES FLYNT

FLYNTS MISTY MACH

MISTY MACH

Nice palomino stud colt. Dams bottom line goes back to the great Freckles Flynt, 3/4 brother to Colonel Freckles and Freckles Playboy.
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**Palomino Stallion**  
March 23, 2017  
Consigned by: Donnie and Georgina Perry

PEPTOBOONSMAL  
ROAN TEXAS  
LYNX BAR LEGACY

**ROYAL BLUE TEXAS**  
TRIPLE ROYAL  
ROYALS BAB  
MISSY TEAR DROP  
LITTLE GAY BAR KING  
LENAS WHITECHOCOLATE  
MAMMIE B LEA

**CHESACAT BAR LADY**  
POCO RIP REY  
CHESACAT LADY REY  
JESSIE JAMES LADY

Nice stand up palomino horse colt with lots of muscle. Ropers, here is a good roping prospect, take a good look. AQHA points and NCHA money winners. Mare is out of Lenas Whitechocolate, his colts break out calm with lots of athletic ability
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**Black Stallion**  
March 15, 2017  
Consigned by: Montgomery Performance Horses  
SMART LITTLE LENA  
SMART CHIC OLENA  
GAY SUGAR CHIC

**JODIES BAR CHIC**  
TRIPLE ROYAL  
ROYAL JODIE BAR  
JODIE JO BAR  
POCO KING TUCK  
GAY BAR TUCKER  
GAY BARS PRISS

**ANGEL POCO BAR**  
DOC'S GOLD MINE  
DOCS GOLD ANGEL  
ANGEL DELIGHT BAR

Warning: SALE HIGHLIGHT! "Rodeo" Is full brother to 5 performers, including Angel Bar Chic "Czar" $26,000+ earner formerly owned by Jeri/Sondra Rhine, now owned and competing on by 2 time PRCA World Champion Heeler, Walt Woodard. Proven genetics in the arena, PRCA, IPRA, USTRC, NBHA, ACA, etc. This cross between Jodie and Angels Bar Chic has consistently produced foals with great minds, heart, speed, along with conformation and looks. If you want one to compete on and win $$, then this is your next horse. Genetics don't lie, this cross is proven to work!
2014 Palomino Filly
FROSTED ALI PEPPER
Consigned by: Gemstone H Ranch
ALI JACK
WC DRIFTWOOD BUCK
MISS GOODING

PALE MOONGLOW
DROP OF FROST
FROSTS GOLDEN GLOW
BERTS MOONGLOW
PEPPY SAN BADGER
ANNIES LITTLE PEPPER
ANNOLENA

PEPS LITTLE PEPPER
SI OLENA
PEPPERS PERSSCRIPTION
PEPS LITTLE LASS

Absolutely gorgeous and outstanding 3 year old filly that will really ride around, riding around pastures and tracking cattle around the arena. The dam of this filly has AQHA points, is a NRCHA money earner, the Black Hills Ranch Horse Champion, Reserve Champ. Amateur, World of Show qualifier, Reserve Champ SORCHA. Annies Little Pepper is a reined cowhorse sire and NCHA money earner.

Bay Roan Stallion
April 28, 2017
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough

WATCH JOE JACK
FIDDLIN BEAU JACK
MS FIDDLIN BEAU

BEAU JACK BARTENDER
TWO ID BARTENDER
FOXY LADY BARTENDER
BARONS FOXY LADY

RBM DUSTER WOLF
DUSTER DUDLEY
ZERO’S JODIE

IR DUSTY DUDLEY
MR RED BARTENDER
IR DUSTY BARTENDER
TYROAN DUSTY

This colts mother rode good as a 2 year old. She is a granddaughter of RBM Duster Wolf (AQHA Champ with NCHA earnings.) Should mature to 15 hands. Pretty colt, you'll like him.
2009 Buckskin Mare  
MERLINS TYREE  
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough  
WATCH JOE JACK  
WATCH TYREE TWO  
IMA TYREE  
TYREES HARLAN ZAN  
ZAN PARR SUN  
STRAWZANNA PAR  
JACKIE SPORT  
POCO MERLIN  
MERLINS TICKET  
MISS SKIP OR BAR  
MERLINS LITTLE STAR  
CEE BOOGER RED  
BOGERS LITTLE STAR  
RASY’S RANCHETTE  

Gentle, gentle 8 year old mare. Easy to catch in pasture. Mostly been used for trail riding and checking cattle. No history of bucking. About anyone with a little riding experience can get along with this mare. Billy Jones has been using her this summer. Ask him about her 662-216-0380.

2016 Buckskin Filly  
PEPTO BAR CHIC  
Consigned by: Montgomery Performance Horses  
PEPTOBOONSMAL  
I COULD TOO  
SUG SUG COULD  
PEPTOS ROYAL OLENA  
CONQUISTADOR WHIZ  
CONQUISTADOR OLENA  
DANCIN CHIC OLENA  
SMART CHIC OLENA  
JODIES BAR CHIC  
ROYAL JODIE BAR  
BUSY BAR CHIC  
DOUBLE TUF CHEX  
BUSY GRACE  
ABSOLUTE GRACE  

Filly is an athlete, she’s gorgeous, and her pedigree is undeniable. It’s loaded with genetics full of world champions in NCHA, NRHA, Money Earners and Producers of, and AQHA points. Double bred Smart Chic Olena, Topsail Whiz, Conquistador Whiz, Royal Blue Boon, Peptoboonsmal, Smart Little Lena, Doc O’lena to just name a few. Dam is an own daughter of Jodies Bar Chic. Look at lot #55 for info on her full brother, a weanling colt that is also in the sale.
Black Filly
April 14, 2017
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses
HIGH BROW CAT
BET HESA CAT
BET YER BLUE BOONS
TR DUAL REY
SDP SHOW ME OFF
LITTLE JANEY LENA
PEPTOBOONSMAL
PEPTOS STYLISTH OAK
MOMS STYLISTH KAT
TRR MS SANITA RED
RIGHT ON TIVIO
TIVIOS SANITA
ROYAL SAN TIO

What an awesome black filly right here! She's by our great son of Bet Hesa Cat (LTE: $267,435) and our daughter of Peptos Stylish Oak, who has produced in excess of $3,800,000 and is Australia's #1 sire. This filly is catty and combine that with her High Brow Cat/Peptoboonsmal pedigree and then wrap it all up in that magic black color and she is dang near perfect! AQHA Ranching Heritage eligible. Filly's like this don't come around too often, so don't miss out on this gal!!

2010 Bay Gelding
DUN IT PLAYBOY DOC
Consigned by: Scott and Teresa Walker

HOLLYWOOD JAC 86
HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
BLOSSOM BERRY

DUN IT LIKE LENA
KALIMAN
MY KID SIS
SISS LENA

THERMO PLAYRIGHT
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
SANGRIAS PLAYRIGHT
DOCS SANGRIA

Very nice gelding! He has been trail rode and used on the farm. He is naturally gentle and is ready to go on for you wherever you need him.
Gemstone H Ranch, Indoor Arena,

and

Performance Horses

Hwy 62/412 W Viola, AR

Come see us for your next nice horse. Arena is completed, and fully operational!!

Joe Hamby-(251) 454-5443  Josh Hamby-(251) 510-7541
Bay Filly
April 15, 2017
Consigned by: Mike and Deborah Mahan

DOC BAR
DOCS GABILAN
PURE JOY

PEPPY GABILAN
MR SAN PEPPY
JEANIE KING
KARLYE KING

DRY DOC
DRY DOC REBEL
MIS FRIEDA LEO

DRY ROSES
BUCYRUS KING
GYPSYS LAST ROSE
GYPSY DODSON

Nice bay filly with a big hip. Close up foundation bred on the bottom side. She will make a good using mare and a great brood mare later on.

2015 Palomino Stallion
Consigned by: Gemstone H Ranch

POCO SANCHITA OJOS
CL POCO GOLD DOC
LYNX O GOLD

CS SANCHITA SEMINOLE
BUBAS BILLY BARNES
BUBAS POCO DOLLY
DOLLYS HANCOCK

MCKEAG
BLUE START MCKEAG
MS STARVILLE

FQHR VELVET CHICK
LITTLE DOC MOSE
LIL PRAIRIE CHICK
PRAIRIE POETRY

Big stand up 2 year old stud colt with lots of looks, disposition, and attitude. He can be handled by man, woman, or child. Blaze face with hind socks. He has lots of riding for a 2 year old and is used every week at the Joplin stockyard.
Here is a tremendous palomino horse colt out of a McKeag mare and out of our foundation bred cremello stallion. He is sure to be an eye pleaser. His older brothers really ride around and his two year old brother also sells in this sell.

This filly's mother is by Leos Night Heat, an AQHA performance champ with superior in heading, heeling, and calf roping. Her mother is gentle and a good riding horse. This filly should be thick and mature to about 14-2 hands.
Another nice double bred Mr San Peppy filly, with Dry Doc and Doc Bar in her pedigree. It doesn't get any better. She will make a good rider and broodmare.

Buckskin Filly
May 3, 2017
Consigned by: Jerry and Diane Walker

HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
DUN IT LIKE LENA
MY KID SIS

PLAYRIGHT BY DUN IT
SANGRIS PLAYRIGHT
THERMO PLAYRIGHT
HOLLY THERMO WOLF

MR BARON RED
MR RED TYREE
TYREE’S CLASSY

TWO PATTI TYREE
TWO JACK JR
MISS JACKIE BENITO
FROSTYS PLAIN JANE
Palomino Filly
2017
Consignment by: Gemstone H Ranch
POCO SANCHITA OJOS
CL POCO GOLD DOC
LYNX O GOLD

CS SANCHITA SEMINOLE
BUBAS BILLY BARNES
BUBAS POCO DOLLY
DOLLYS HANCOCK
DONS SAN PEPPY LENA
SANS BARS PEPPY
DOCS HANDLE BARS

MCLAIN GRACIE
SKIPPA BRIGHT STAR
MCLAINS THERMO HULA
MCLAINS SUGAR SOX

Here is a very pretty palomino filly that is stocking legged, stand up filly with lots of looks. She is by our cremello, Poco Bueno stallion and a Mr San Peppy, soggy mare. She will be a muscled up using horse or broodmare. Don't miss out here folks. She is paid up in the Ranching Heritage.

Bay Roan Stallion
April 20, 2017
Consignment by: Kenny McCullough

CEE BOOGER BADGER 71
CEE BOOGER RED
CROSS 1 59 BELL 71

CEE BOOGER ROANO
BLONDY'S DUDE
MISS HARLA DUDE
SOFT TONE

COLONEL FRECKLES
COMMANDER FRECKLES
MEMORY KING

FRECKLE FACE BARMAID
TWO ID BARTENDER
FOXY LADY BARTENDER
BARONS FOXY LADY

Mother of this colt is thick bodied and deep in the cinch. I have two Commander Freckles daughters. They are both gentle and easy to handle. He is sure to be a good rope horse prospect.
Red Roan Stallion
March 31, 2017
Consigned by: Donnie and Georgina Perry
PEPTOBOONSMAL
ROAN TEXAS
LYNX BAR LEGACY

ROYAL BLUE TEXAS
TRIPLE ROYAL
ROYALS BAB
MISSY TEAR DROP
TOPSAIL CODY
TOPSAIL WHIZ
JEANIE WHIZ BAR

PIC A TOPSAIL
HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
PICA DILLY DUN IT
KIMS PICA DILLY

First colt out of this mare. The mare is a finished reining mare. She was shown in reining and speed events. This colt will be a good all around using horse like his mother. Topsail Whiz was a leading NRHA sire in 2009, 2004, 2003, and 2002. He earned $11,000,000.00 in NRHA money.

Red Roan Filly
April 30, 2017
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses
HIGH BROW CAT
BET HESA CAT
BET YER BLUE BOONS
TR DUAL REY
SDP SHOW ME OFF
LITTLE JANEY LENA
DUAL PEP
ALISONS DUALLY
SMART LITTLE ALISON

DYNADUALLY IRISH
PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY
DYNAMITE IRISH
SERENA DYNAMITE

If you know your pedigrees, you know that this filly is special. The horses on her papers have produced in excess of $130 million. Short back, big hips, and thick chest with a performance pedigree all decked out in a loud red roan filly with a blaze face. Super pretty with tons of quickness and she is just perfect in every way. AQHA Ranching Heritage eligible. PRETTY! PRETTY! PRETTY!
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**Sorrel Stallion**  
April 10, 2017  
*Consigned by: Kenny McCullough*  
ZAN PARR BAR  
ZAN PARR ZAN  
TICKLED SILLY  

**MR ZAN SONOITA**  
DICK SONOITA  
SONOITA TINA  
MARTINAREE  
HOLLYWOOD HEAT  
LEOS NIGHT HEAT  
LEO NIGHT GLO  

**MISS BARON HEAT**  
MR BARON RED  
DONDI RED DOLLI  
DONDI DOLLY  

3/4 brother to lot 42 in this sale. This colt is out of another good daughter of Leos Night Heat. Pretty colt by close up breed Zan Parr Bar stud.
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**Palomino Filly**  
2017  
*Consigned by: Gemstone H Ranch*  
POCO SANCHITA OJOS  
CL POCO GOLD DOC  
LYNX O GOLD  

**CS SANCHITA SEMINOLE**  
BUBAS BILLY BARNES  
BUBAS POCO DOLLY  
DOLLYS HANCOCK  
SMART CHIC OLENA  
JODIES BAR CHIC  
ROYAL JODIE BAR  

**BAR CHIC LEOLA**  
LYNX BOOGIE  
LYNX WAR LEOLA  
DANA BOND  

Here is a gorgeous, smart, athletic palomino filly that is sure to be a great prospect with her little head and great breeding. She is Poco Bueno and King on the top and Jodies Bar Chic, Smart Chic Olena, Doc's Lynx, and Especial on the bottom. She will be the horse you always dreamed of. She is paid up in the Ranching Heritage.
Killian Quarter Horses is proud to be one of only seven AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeders in the state of Arkansas. Any K2 weanling that you purchase will have the Ranching Heritage logo stamped on its registration papers and will be eligible to compete for significant prize money in the AQHA Ranching Heritage Challenge events held around the country.

So rest assured that whether you compete in these shows or not, your K2 horse will always have the distinction and added value of coming from an AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder.

Darrell & Tim Killian
P O Box 75
Pineville, AR 72566
(870) 373-1026  
www.killianquarterhorses.com
Red Roan Stallion  
April 22, 2017  
Consigned by: Donnie and Georgina Perry  
PEPTOBOONSMAL  
ROAN TEXAS  
LYNX BAR LEGACY  
ROYAL BLUE TEXAS  
TRIPLE ROYAL  
ROYALS BAB  
MISSY TEAR DROP  
GAY BAR KING  
LITTLE GAY BAR  
KING’S PEPPY BEA  
LADYS LITTLE GAY BAR  
THE BONUS  
DUSTY BONUS  
DUSTY EYED LADY

Nice red roan horse colt with good pedigree on top and bottom. Mother of this colt rides nice and quiet and her colt will be the same. Winners top and bottom, both AQHA and NCHA point earners. He will make a rider with lots of athletic ability.

Buckskin Filly  
April 12, 2017  
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses  
HIGH BROW CAT  
BET HESA CAT  
BET YER BLUE BOONS  
TR DUAL REY  
SDP SHOW ME OFF  
LITTLE JANEY LENA  
FRECKLES PLAYBOY  
PLAYBOYS BUCK FEVER  
TSARINA CHEXANIC  
SIX FEVER  
TENINO BADGER  
SABLE SIX  
SABLE SHOT

A big buckskin filly with some of the best cow breeding in the business. She's by a son of the NCHA World Champion, BET HESA CAT, and a daughter of the NRCHA Supreme Reined Cowhorse, PLAYBOYS BUCK FEVER. This filly is going to have a lot of size and with Legends like: BET HESA CAT, HIGH BROW CAT, BET YER BLUE BOONS, TR DUAL REY, LITTLE JANEY LENA, PLAYBOYS BUCK FEVER and TENINO BADGER all right on her papers, she will cow with the best of them. It's hard to find a horse with a modern cowhorse pedigree like this in a buckskin package, but here she is!!!! Don't miss out on her, this kind doesn't grow on trees. AQHA Ranching Heritage Eligible.
Sorrel Filly
March 30, 2017
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough
CEE BOOGER BADGER 71
CEE BOOGER RED CROSS 1 59 BELL 71

CEE BOOGER ROANO
BLONDY’S DUDE
MISS HARLA DUDE SOFT TONE
TWO ID BARTENDER
MAGNOLIA BARTENDER MAGNOLIA BUFFY

HONEY BARMAID
MR HONEY BAR MADAM
MISS HONEY JACKIE RICKS JACKIE

This filly really has a gentle and easy going mother. We broke her mother as a 3 year old. Her mother rode good with no buck. This filly seems to be the same way and should mature around 15 hands. More of the head horse type.

Bay Roan Filly
April 20, 2017
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses
HIGH BROW CAT BET HESA CAT BET YER BLUE BOONS
SHONUFF BET HESA CAT TR DUAL REY SDP SHOW ME OFF LITTLE JANEY LENA
PEPPY SAN BADGER POWDER RIVER PLAYBOY PLAYBOYS REWARD

GINGERS POWER PUFF CLARKS DOC BAR CLARKS GINGERSNAP POCO GINGER DOLL

A super nice bay roan filly out of Ginger, our finished cutting mare. The horses on her pedigree have produced in excess of $100 million in NCHA, NRHA, and NRCHA winners. Ginger is consistently one of our top producers year after year and she didn't disappoint with this filly. With her looks, color, and pedigree she is sure to be a top notch horse for anyone. AQHA Ranching Heritage Eligible. She's got it all: looks, confirmation, color, pedigree, and brains.
Bay Stallion
May 17, 2017
Consigned by: Montgomery Performance Horses
SMART LITTLE LENA
SMART CHIC OLENA
GAY SUGAR CHIC

JODIES BAR CHIC
TRIPLE ROYAL
ROYAL Jodie Bar
Jodie Jo Bar
TUF N BUSY
DOUBLE TUF CHEX
FANNIES DRY DOUBLE

BUSY GRACE
POCO SAN TAITO
ABSOLUTE GRACE
GRACIES FRIEND

This colt is a full brother to performers, including Rebecca Lee-Hensley's horse, Peponita Bar Chic, 39 pts in reining and working cow horse, ASHA Region 3 Champion. Dam is granddaughter of Tuf N Busy: AQHA Performance Champion, Superior in Reining, Heading, Healing, NRHA earner and sire of 5 World Champions, earners in every roping level including the PRCA, NCHA, NRHA, NRCHA, 1321 AQHA pts., etc. Combine Jodies Bar Chic genetics and accomplishments in the roping arena, you have a colt that will surely make a performer in the arena.

Sorrel Filly
April 28, 2017
Consigned by: Mike and Deborah Mahan

DOC BAR
DOCS GABILAN
PURE JOY

DOC GAB
MR SAN PEPPY
JEANIE KING
KARLYE KING
DRY DOC
DRY DOC REBEL
MISS FRIEDA LEO

DRY LOTTA PEPPY
MR SAN PEPPY
LOTTA MISS PEPPY
NIP NAP

Another double bred Mr San Peppy filly. Lots of cow top and bottom. Goes back to the great Leo 4 times. Nip Nap mare is a granddaughter of Leo.
Pretty palomino filly with color, confirmation, and disposition. This filly is cow bred top and bottom. Pretty much every horse on the bottom side has accumulated points in reining, cutting, and working cow horse. This filly’s mother is the most correct mare we own. Don't miss this chance at greatness. Paid up in Ranching Heritage.

Here is a very nice stud colt that would make a great stallion prospect. He is a very nice looking buttermilk buckskin.
I have been watching this colt grow all year. He might be my prettiest colt of the year. Mother was a finished calf horse before being injured. Don't over look this sorrel colt.

Take a look at this gorgeous true blue roan filly that is a grand-daughter of Howard Pitzer's great stallion, Two Eyed Red Buck. She is really riding around and will be a great addition to anyone's using horse or broodmare band. She has that color everyone wants but is so hard to find. There are not many with color and breeding around, don't miss out here.
2015 Bay Roan Mare
LITTLE LUCKY CHEETA
Consigned by: Dustin & Sarah Perryman
BRINKS ROYAL LEE
BRINKS ROYAL MANZANA
QUIXOTES MANZANA

LITTLE ROYAL PAYCHEK
PEPONCHEK
MISS PEPONCHEK
MISS WAMPY BARS
STEEL BLUE HANCOCK
DANNYS BLUE DOUBLE
LUCKY GIRL HANCOCK

LUCKY LITTLE CHEETA
PEPONCHEK
LITTLE CHEETA CHECK
LITTLE CHEETA SUE

This mare reflects the past 60 years of my family raising horses. She goes back to the old Cheeta Sue mare which was a 1949 model. Time tested pedigree of horses that will sure ride & make cow horses. Watch for video of this filly riding. See OFBA Facebook or call 870-371-0271

Sorrel Stallion
May 19, 2017
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses

WR THIS CATS SMART
HIGH BROW HICKORY
HIGH BROW CAT
SMART LITTLE KITTY
SMART LITTLE LENA
THE SMART LOOK
DOX ROYAL SMOKE
SMART LITTLE LENA
QUEJANAISALENA
QUEJANAMIA
QUEJANASINA
PEPPY SAN BADGER
RESINA BADGER
DOCS RETSINA

This may be the best colt we have ever produced. He’s by the NCHA Top 25 All-Time Leading Sire and with produce in excess of $9 million, WR THIS CATS SMART (LTE: $236,514), and boy is he nice! He is out of a trained cutting daughter of QUEJANAISALENA (LTE: $338,204) who is one of the best sons of SMART LITTLE LENA. Just an amazing pedigree that is full of the elite in the cutting and working cow horse worlds. Take this colt and win the world on him! Wide blaze face and high stockings to the knees on all four feet. Roan hairs just like his sire. This guy has more chrome than an 18 wheeler! A sale highlight and a stallion prospect! AQHA Ranching Heritage Eligible.
Bay Roan Filly
May 25, 2017
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough
WATCH JOE JACK
FIDDLIN BEAU JACK
MS FIDDLIN BEAU

BEAU JACK BARTENDER
TWO ID BARTENDER
FOXY LADY BARTENDER
BARONS FOXY LADY
HANCOCKS BLUE BOY
BLU QUACHITA HANCOCK
MISS HYDY GIRL

JOS LITE BLU
RYOLITE
LEELITE
LEES SLAVE

We rode this filly's mother as a 2 year old. She is the kind you can let go for a year and then just get on and ride off. Her colts have this same gentle disposition. We kept this filly's sister last year for a broodmare.

2006 Buckskin Gelding
KTWO EYED RED SAMMY
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses
MR BARON RED
TWO EYED RED BUCK
IMA TYREE

GO BIG RED GO
MR DIAMOND CUTTER
KATIE LOVES DIAMONDS
DAKOTA ODYSSEY GAL
SASSY DOC
SASSY DOC BOY
OLD SOUL

DOCS SPIDERANN
DOCS MAGIC SPIDER
SPRINGWATER FLIKA
SPRINGWATER BABE

This gelding was born and raised here on our ranch and he has been here ever since. "Sammy" has served as Tim's primary ranch gelding for many years, but hasn't been getting used as much in the past couple of years, which is the only reason he is being sold. He is by a good son of Two Eyed Red Buck (AQHA World Champion) and a Doc Bar bred mare. Really can't say enough about how pretty this horse is; buttermilk buckskin with tons of bone, size and muscle with plenty of speed.....just an athlete all the way around. He will have 45-60 day refresher and rope training prior to sale date by Beth Hale 309-853-7519. This guy is big, stout, buckskin, and pretty! If you are looking for your next rope or ranch gelding, don't miss this one!
Palomino Stallion  
April 19, 2017  
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses  
SHINING SPARK  
FUEL N SHINE  
BOOMERITA  
SHINE THAT FUEL TANK  
PEPTOS PLAYBOY  
PEPTOS LADY 408  
DRY DOCS RUBY  
SHINING SPARK  
SEVEN S TORONADO  
SEVEN S ZANETTA  
LADYS STARLIGHT  
IMA SON O SUGAR  
CROSS BELL 246  
BEAUTY BID 012  
A double bred Shining Spark palomino stallion. If you are looking for a reiner or a cow or rope horse, this one should fit the bill. Fuel Tank always puts muscle on his colts and this one is no different. Short back, big hips, and thick chest wrapped up in that magic yellow color makes this one the complete package. AQHA Ranching Heritage Eligible.

Gray Filly  
February 8, 2017  
Consigned by: Donnie and Georgina Perry  
PEPTOBOONSMAL  
ROAN TEXAS  
LYNX BAR LEGACY  
ROYAL BLUE TEXAS  
TRIPLE ROYAL  
ROYALS BAB  
MISSY TEAR DROP  
GAY BAR KING  
LITTLE GAY BAR  
KING’S PEPPY BEA  
INDIA RED SILKY  
THE BONUS  
DUSTY BONUS  
DUSTY EYED LADY  
Nice gray filly colt with lots of muscle. Roan Texas has over 395 performance points in roping. Money and point winners top and bottom. Nice athletic filly with lots of possibilities, out of Georgina’s favorite mare. She is going to be a super nice mare someday take a good look.
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**2015 Bay Gelding**

**MR COMMANDER DUN IT**

*Consigned by: Scott and Teresa Walker*

- HOLLYWOOD JAC 86
- HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
- BLOSSOM BERRY

**DUN IT LIKE LENA**

- KALIMAN
- MY KID SIS
- SISS LENA
- COLONEL FRECKLES
- COMMANDER FRECKLES
- MEMORY KING

**HOLLY FRECKLES LADY**

- HOLLIES CHUBBY DOC
- HOLLY THERMO WOLF
- CHICKASA SOCK

Nice started colt will be riding. His older sister is doing very well in roping. He will make whatever you need of him.
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**Red Roan Filly**

*May 5, 2017*

*Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses*

- HIGH BROW CAT
- BET HESA CAT
- BET YER BLUE BOONS

**SHONUFF BET HESA CAT**

- TR DUAL REY
- SDP SHOW ME OFF
- LITTLE JANEY LENA

**HAPPY BOON**

- HIGH BROW CAT
- BOON SAN
- BOON SAN SALLY
- TANQUERY GIN
- HAPPY GINNIN
- HAPPY HANCOCK 28

A red roan filly out of our great son of the NCHA World Champion, Bet Hesa Cat (LTE: $267,435), and our daughter of Boon San (LTE: $50,383). Happy Boon was bred, raised, and trained at the 6666s Ranch and she is turning into a great producer for us. This filly should have a lot of length to her strides to either cover a lot of ground roping, turning barrels, or reaching out and cutting a cow. She’s a double bred High Brow Cat, who is the all time #1 NCHA sire, wrapped up in a sweet red roan package. AQHA Ranching Heritage Eligible. NICE, NICE, NICE!!!
*Store Location*
9095 Hwy. 62 E.
Flippin, AR 72634

*Contact*
Phone: (870)-453-4400
Fax: (870)-453-4401

*Website*
www.powellfeedstores.com

*Store Specialties*
*Custom Blended Feed & Fertilizer*
*Fence Supplies & Hardware*

*Custom Ag Spraying*

*Liquid Feeds:
*Purina Sup-R-Lix*
*QLF: Quality Liquid Feed*
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**Sorrel Filly**  
June 1, 2017  
**Consigned by: Montgomery Performance Horses**  
SMART LITTLE LENA  
SMART CHIC OLENA  
GAY SUGAR CHIC  

**JODIES BAR CHIC**  
TRIPLE ROYAL  
ROYAL JODIE BAR  
JODIE JO BAR  
HIGH BROW CAT  
PALO DURO CAT  
SHANIA CEE  

**PAL CATS YELLOW ROSE**  
GALLO DEL CIELO  
SNAP CRACKLE CLUCK  
SNAPPERS PRETTY LADY  

Pedigree that is loaded with World Champions and producers of World Champions on both sides!  
Foal is out of an own daughter of Palo Duro Cat $10,425 NCHA, twin brother to Sophisticated Cat $192,507, 3 time World Champion! Their dam is none other than Shania Cee $408,663 NCHA, producer of $350,120, and NCHA Open Futurity Champion and NCHA Horse of the Year. 2nd dam is daughter of Gallo Del Ciello “Rooster” $28,438 NCHA and sire of $5.8 million.

---
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**Chestnut Stallion**  
March 12, 2017  
**Consigned by: Donnie & Georgina Perry**  
PEPTOBOONSMAL  
ROAN TEXAS  
LYNX BAR LEGACY  

**ROYAL BLUE TEXAS**  
TRIPLE ROYAL  
ROYALS BAB  
MISSY TEAR DROP  
GAY BAR KING  
LITTLE GAY BAR  
KING’S PEPPY BEA  

**JACKY LITTLE GAY BAR**  
MR RED BARTENDER  
SNAZZY RED JACKIE  
NIKKIS PEPPY  

Nice chestnut horse colt with good pedigree on top and bottom. Mother of this colt rides nice and quiet and her colt will be the same. Winners top and bottom, both AQHA and NCHA point earners. He will make a rider with lots of athletic ability. Roan Texas has over 395 Performance Points in roping.
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Sorrel Stallion  
May 15, 2017  
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough  
ZAN PARR PAR  
ZAN PARR ZAN  
TICKLED SILLY  

MR ZAN SONOITA  
DICK SONOITA  
SONOITA TINA  
MARTINAREE  
WATCH JOE JACK  
FIDDLIN BEAU JACK  
MS FIDDLIN BEAU  

BEAU JACKS LAST  
TWO JACK JR  
TWO JACK TUITTY  
BODARE TUITY FRUITY  

This will be the last of Mr Zan Sonoita's colts. Out of a pretty double bred Two Eyed Jack mare. Pretty colt that should sure ride.
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2016 Black Mare  
MISS COWBOYS PLAYIN  
Consigned by: Scott and Teresa Walker  
POCO BLACK ZANTANA  
POCO BLUE PEPPY  
SALENA PEPPY HANCOCK  

KROS BLUE BRET  
KROG CLASSY COWBOY  
KROS DEBBIE  
CLAUDIA KOT  
PLAYGUN  
PLAYGUNS SAN BADGER  
DOCS SUGAR BADGER  

COWBOYS PLAYIN A 218  
COWBOYS BOONLIGHT  
COWBOYS MS BOON 733  
HUSTLERS SHOWGIRL  

Nice stand up filly that I think will be gray. Sire came from Blaine Krogman in South Dakota and the mare came from Mike Armitage in Pryor, OK and is A- branded.
Here is a beautiful golden palomino horse colt. This colt should mature at 15 hands and be as wide as a Mack truck. He will make a really great horse. His grandmother has produced several AQHA point earners. What can you say about Jodies Bar Chic on the bottom side but greatness. This colt is paid up in the Ranching Heritage.

Red sorrel colt, big and stout, the biggest of our colts this year. He is built for roping or cow work. Mother of this horse colt goes back to Two Eyed Jack, look at these pedigrees....winners top and bottom, both AQHA and NCHA point earners. Don't miss out on this big horse colt.
2014 Bay Roan Gelding
BEAU N FIDDLIE
Consinged by: Kenny McCullough
WATCH JOE JACK
FIDDLIN BEAU JACK
MS FIDDLIN BEAU

BEAU JACK BARTENDER
TWO ID BARTENDER
FOXY LADY BARTENDER
BARONS FOXY LADY
RED BARON BELL
MR BARON RED
TWO EYED PATTI

DONDI RED DOLLY
DONDI JO JACK
DONDI DOLLY
DRIFTER'S DOLL

Gentle 3 yr old gelding. Easy to catch in pasture. He was not started until this year since he was a late colt. Should mature about 14.3 hands. Loud colored bay roan. He is prettier than some folks stallions. See OFBA Facebook for pictures and videos of horse riding. 870-710-0118

Bay Roan Stallion
April 20, 2017
Consinged by: Kenny McCullough
TWO EYED JACK
TWO ID BARTENDER
PRISSY JOANN

MAGNOLIA BARTENDER
MAGNOLIA DUNNY
MAGNOLIA BUFFY
MARGIE'S GOLDIE

WATCH JOE JACK
FIDDLIN BEAU JACK
MS FIDDLIN BEAU

FOXY ROAN BARMAID
TWO ID BARTENDER
FOXY LADY BARTENDER
BARONS FOXY LADY

We have full brother to this colt as Jr. sire. He is 3 years old and 15.2 hands tall. This is a naturally gentle family of horses that are athletic for their size. This is the last of Magnolia Bartender's colts.
Bay Filly
May 17, 2017
Consigned by: Scott and Teresa Walker

HOLLYWOOD JAC 86
HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
BLOSSOM BERRY

DUN IT LIKE LENA
KALIMAN
MY KID SIS
SISS LENA

COLONEL FRECKLES
COMMANDER FRECKLES
MEMORY KING

CHIKASA FRECKLES
THERMO'S SON
CHICKASA SOCK
CHICKASHA GAMBREL

This is a nice filly who's older sister is a performer in reigning and working cow horse, Miss Hollywood Chickasa.

2012 Sorrel Gelding
Consigned by: Gemstone H Ranch

SMART LITTLE LENA
SMART CHIC OLENA
GAY SUGAR CHIC

JODIES BAR CHIC
TRIPLE ROYAL
ROYAL Jodie BAR
Jodie JO BAR

DOC'S LYNX
LYNX BOOGIE
BOOGIE'S CHOICE

LYNX WAR LEOLA
ESPECIAL
DANA BOND
CIEGA BOND

Bow Wow is the last chance to own a gelding out of this great cross! This gelding really, really rides around. I have been heading and heeling off of him and he is working great. He has a ton of ride. I have used him at ranch rodeos and every one rode him at the Hole In The Wall Chuckwagon Races. Here is the chance to ride a great one!
2nd Annual Chuckwagon Race
Hole N The Wall
Viola, AR
www.holenthewallranch.com

Hole N The Wall CWR is a Rookie Series qualifying race for the National Championship Races in Clinton, AR.
Go to our web page for more information. Come trail ride & camp with us.

April 2018
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**Sorrel Filly**
April 12, 2017  
*Consigned by: Kenny McCullough*

CEE BAR BADGER 71  
CEE BOOGER RED  
CROSS 1 59 BELL 71

**CEE BOOGER ROANO**

BLONDY’S DUDE  
MISS HARLA DUDE  
SOFT TONE

RIGHT JACK  
KROS JACK  
KROS BOURBON LADY

**PATS LAST BARTENDER**

MR RED BARTENDER  
RC LADY BARTENDER  
DAY LENA LADY

Might be the prettiest of the Cee Booger Roano colts. Pretty head & heavy hip. Right Jack is a full brother to Left Jack (AQHA Champion). RC Lady Bartender is a full sister to an AQHA point earner. This filly should ride and look good doing it.
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**Buckskin Filly**
April 2017  
*Consigned by: Scott and Teresa Walker*

HOLLYWOOD JAC 86  
HOLLYWOOD DUN IT  
BLOSSOM BERRY

**HOLLYWOOD DUN IT**

KALIMAN  
MY KID SIS  
SISS LENA

FRECKLES MERADA  
MERADAS MONEY TALKS  
MONEY TALKS RIO

**TARIS MONY TACK**

SMART LITTLE Highbrow  
SLH CHICK TARI  
CHICK TARI

Take a look at this super nice buckskin filly by our great son of the legend, Hollywood Dun It (LTE: $65,808 NRHA) and our own daughter of Meradas Money Talks (LTE: $47,894 NCHA). Hollywood Dun It is an NRHA & AQHA Hall of Fame Member and has produced in access of $6 million in produce earnings and Merada Money Talks has produced well over $2 million in earners. With a pedigree like this, this filly can't be anything but good. Very nice filly......one of my best!
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2008 Grulla Mare  
PRETTY JESSIE STAR  
Consigned by:  Killian Quarter Horses  
POCO GOLD JESSIE  
POCO SUGAR JESSIE  
BURNT SUGAR JESSIE  

POCO TUFF JESSIE  
TUFF LENA BLUE  
TUFF STOPPERS JUNE  
STOPPERS BLUE BABE  
BLUTCHER BUCK  
SQUAW CREEK SQUIRT  
MISS MARY BLUE  

PRETTY BUCKS STAR  
MR MCCLURE  
THE GOLD DUST  
SHANKS SILKY  

If you are looking for a good foundation bred ranch broodmare, then look no further! This mare goes back to some of the old foundation sires such as POCO BUENO, JESSIE JAMES, THREE BARS and PRETTY BUCK multiple times. She’s big and she’s got that beautiful grulla color, which is the rarest of all colors with the AQHA registering only 0.7% of horses each year as grulls. This mare is a good mother and raises big nice babies. 100% sound and there is absolutely nothing wrong with this mare. She is vet checked in foal to SHINE THAT FUEL TANK for a 2018 foal. You will search long and hard to find a mare with this foundation breeding, size and color. She is a tank and is truly a unique mare.
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Buckskin Stallion  
March 24, 2017  
Consigned by: Kenny McCullough  

WATCH JOE JACK  
FIDDLIN BEAU JACK  
MS FIDDLIN BEAU  

BEAU JACK BARTENDER  
TWO ID BARTENDER  
FOXY LADY BARTENDER  
BARONS FOXY LADY  

POCO MERLIN  
MERLINS TICKET  
MISS SKIP OR BAR  

MERLINS LITTLE STAR  
CEE BOOGER RED  
BOOGERS LITTLE STAR  
RASY’S RANCHETTE  

I save a good one for last every year. Colt wants to be gentle and he is a loud colored buckskin. Mother rode good as a 2 year old. This colt should ride too.
2008 Palomino Gelding
RC CLASSY TY
Consigned by: Walker 4W Farm
EYED BEA JACK
EYED TY TWO
TYREE WATCH JOE

CLASSY TY N TWO
CLASSY TY
CLASS BOSTON JACKIE
BOSTON JOEDEE JACK
MR BARON RED
MR RED TYREE
TYREE’S CLASSY

RC TYREE DOO BEE
TEE JAY DOO BEE
PRYOR CREEK DOO BEE
WATCH JACKIE SKIP

Here is a nice gelding that rides and is ready to use. He has competed in the Arkansas Family Rodeo in goat tying and poles. This is our granddaughter's horse and she is standing 5th in goat tying at the time of catalog going to print. He has rodeo exposure as well as working cattle on the farm. He is a "Classy" gelding with Tyree Watch Joe, Mr Baron Red and Tee Jay Doo Bee backing him up. See OFBA Facebook for videos and pictures.

Red Roan Stallion
2017
Consigned by: Gemstone H Ranch
SMART LITTLE LENA
SMART CHIC OLENA
GAY SUGAR CHIC
TRIPLE ROYAL
ROYAL JODIE BAR
JODIE JO BAR
GENUINE DOC
GENUINE DUSTY
MISS DUSTERS CLOTH
GENUINE CINDY MC
SMOKEY THE ONE
SMOKES VIOLET MC
SUNDAY IDEAL

Look at this red roan horse colt that has a big bald face and all the looks to be a stud prospect or a super using gelding. He is correct in every way. He is out of the great Jodies Bar Chic and out of a granddaughter of Carol Rose’s legendary sire, Genuine Doc, the sire of Shining Spark. Don’t miss this rare opportunity at one of the greats! Paid up in the Ranching Heritage.
Beth Werkheiser Performance Horses
12817 State Route JJ
West Plains, MO
309-853-7519

- Training and riding lessons covering all aspects of roping and barrel racing Western Pleasure and English.
- Horses offered for sale: finished and prospects.
- Large insulated barn and arena.

Accomplishments:
Multiple World Show and Quarter Horse Congress Qualifiers and 2x World Champion
Buckskin Roan Filly  
April 4, 2017  
**Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHINING SPARK</td>
<td>BOOMERITA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEPTOS PLAYBOY</td>
<td>PEPTOS LADY 408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRY DOCS RUBY</td>
<td>TWO EYED RED BUCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO BIG RED GO</td>
<td>KATIE LOVES DIAMONDS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out of FUEL TANK and our big Pitzer bred mare, this filly has got shape and muscle everywhere. Plus, she is a buckskin roan! Put her in the broodmare band when you get done riding her and she will be a color producing machine. Lots of bone, muscle, size, color and eye appeal on this one! AQHA Ranching Eligible.

Dun Stallion  
March 27, 2017  
**Consigned by: Walker 4W Farm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR BARON RED</td>
<td>MR RED BARTENDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIRL BARTENDER</td>
<td>RC SHINING BARTENDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHINING FRECKLES</td>
<td>TYREE SHINING SANDY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYREE PEPPY SANDY</td>
<td>HOLLYWOOD DUN IT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUN IT LIKE LENA</td>
<td>MY KID SIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RC TARIS DUN IT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TARIS CEE STARWOOD</td>
<td>CEE LENA TARIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOX MISSY TINA</td>
<td><strong>RC SHINING BARTENDER</strong> is out of MR RED BARTENDER (MR BARON RED) owned by Ricky Walker's Grandson, Derek Moore. This beautiful stallion is gentle and ready to make someone a great horse. MR RED BARTENDER and MR BARON RED have teamed up to produce horses with a mild disposition that are ready to work for you in the arena or on the farm. Our grandson is team roping off of a 2008 MR RED BARTENDER gelding. This young stallion will be ready to work cattle, work for you in the arena or just ride for enjoyment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sorrel Stallion
April 6, 2017
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses
HIGH BROW CAT
BET HESA CAT
BET YER BLUE BOONS
TR DUAL REY
SDP SHOW ME OFF
LITTLE JANEYlena
COLONEL HOTRODDER
BROWNS HOT ROD
SCARLETS SMART CHIC
This is our only stud colt out of SHONUFF BET HESA CAT in the sale this year and if you are looking for a
good calf or steer roping prospect, this guy will be the one for you. He has more quickness that he knows
what to do with and he will have plenty of size to handle whatever you want to hook him to. Great pedigree
with BET HESA CAT, HIGH BROW CAT and TR DUAL REY on the top and COLONEL HOTRODDER and
PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY on the bottom. A flashy prospect with lots of chrome...really an eye catcher!!!!
AQHA Ranching Heritage Eligible. Don't miss out on this one!

Red Roan Filly
May 15, 2017
Consigned by: Killian Quarter Horses
HIGH BROW CAT
BET HESA CAT
BET YER BLUE BOONS
TR DUAL REY
SDP SHOW ME OFF
LITTLE JANEYlena
PEPPY SAN BADGER
RUM SQUALL
DOCS CARA LENA
PEP O LENA SQUALL
DOC QUIXOTE
SR QUIXOTElena
LENA BADGER
A cute red roan filly with a pedigree that contains over $105 million worth of producers. Her
pedigree represents that magic HIGH BROW CAT x PEPPY SAN BADGER cross and she could
be your next champion. She's got a great attitude and will be able to do absolutely anything
that you want to do with her. Very quick and just a doll to be around. AQHA Ranching Heritage
Eligible.
Holy cow what a pedigree on this mare! A daughter of the good son of PEPPY SAN BADGER, RUM SQUALL, and a daughter of the legendary DOC QUIXOTE....and just look at the rest of the legends right on her papers: DOC BAR, DOC O LENA (twice), and MR SAN PEPPY. This mare has been well trained & anyone can ride this mare, she has a great attitude and is just a doll to be around. Solid bay mare with no markings and she has been a good producing mare & a good, gentle riding mare for us in the past, but 1/2 of her milk bag has gone bad and she would not be suitable for breeding.
TRACTORS - USED
20 HP - 100 HP - MOST BRANDS
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT - USED
• Backhoes  • Forklifts
• Bull Dozers  • Skidsteer Loaders
Koyker  Front End Loaders
Rhino  Cutters - 4' to 20'
        Post Hole Diggers
Bushog  Front End Loaders
        Cutters - 4' to 20'
        Post Hole Diggers
Sidewinder  Tire Driven Cutters
Trailmaster
Trailers  Any Length
Kuhn  Hay Equipment
Vermeer  Hay Equipment
Sitrex  Hay Equipment
Heavy Bilt  Ag Sprayers

Tedder Equipment, Inc.
“We Specialize in Used Farm Equipment”

2232 West Road  Bob & Valine Tedder, Owners
Highway 178 West  Bus: 870.425.0066
Mountain Home, AR 72653  Fax: 870.425.0076
John Williams
Hirsch Feed & Farm Supply, Inc.
FEED • SEED • FERTILIZER • FARM SUPPLIES • VET SUPPLIES • HARDWARE
789 Worley Drive
P.O. Box 1329
West Plains, MO
417-256-3749
E-mail johnwilliams@hirschfeed.com

Alliance Nutrition®
Crystalvyx®
Nutrena®

Nitro
Brand Premium Dog Food
REFERENCE SIRES:

**JODIES BAR CHIC, #3227953**

1993 Sorrel  
*Owned by: Donald Montgomery*

- 1997 Open Perf. Register of Merit
- 1998 Open World Show Jr. Heeling-8th Pl
- 1998 Open Hi-Pt Dally Team Roping, Heeling-9th Pl
- 1998 Calf Roping - 11th in World Comp.
- 1998 Heading-11th in World Comp.
- 1998 National Jr. Heeling Leader

90 AQHA Pts.; AQHA Incentive Fund $3,605

Full Blood Brother to Royal Chic Olena;  
#2 Sire of AQHA Point Earners;  
#2 Sire of NRHA Money Earners;  
47.5 AQHA Points.

Sire of AQHA pt. earners, AQHA World Show Qualifiers, NCHA, NRHA, WCHA, USTRC, NBHA, IPRA, ACA money earners, sire of Lazy E Arena Time Event Champion of the World participant Holle Chic owned by Charlie Metz.

Herda Tested N/N

**SMART LITTLE LENA**  
#1 Cutting Sire with earnings in excess of 24 million dollars. NCHA Triple Crown Champion w/$743,275 in earnings.

**DOC O'LENA**

**SMART PEPPY**

**GAY SUGAR CHIC**  
Producer of 108 Performance Pts., 2 ROM's, 1 Superior and 1 World Champion in Rng/Cut

**GAY BAR KING**

**CHICY LITTLE**

**TRIPLE ROYAL**  
Sire of 2 AQHA World Champions, earners of over $100,000. Congress, NRHA Futurity Champions

**ROYAL KING**

**ROYAL TEXAS BELL**

**ROYAL JODIE BAR**

Dam of 6 Performers  
NCHA/NRHA/NRCHA/WS  
2 AQHA World Champions  
Winnings in excess of $100,000

**JODIE JO BAR**

Dam of 9 foals, NS.

**BAR'S CHOICE**

**ALICE JOE**
SHONUFF BET HESA CAT, #5502557
2012 Red Roan
Owned by: Killian Quarter Horses

HIGH BROW HICKORY
LTE: $197,292 NCHA, Performance ROM

HIGH BROW CAT
#1 NCHA All Time Leading Sire with earners of over $62 million

SMART LITTLE KITTY
Offspring earners of $336,257

BET HESA CAT
LTE $267,465, 2011 NCHA Open World Champion, Youngest NCHA World Champion Stallion
in history, Cutting ROM, 4th 2011 AQHA World Championship Jr Cutting

FRECKLES PLAYBOY
AQHA Hall of Fame, AQHA World Champion, #3 NCHA All Time Leading Sire

BET YER BLUE BOONS
LTE: $350,615, NCHA Hall of Fame, NCHA World Champion, An NCHA All Time Leading Producer(2013) Two Time NCHA Finals Champion

ROYAL BLUE BOON
LTE: #381,764, #1 NCHA All Time Leading Dam

SMART LITTLE LENA
NCHA Hall of Fame, NRCHA Hall of Fame, AQHA Hall of Fame, NCHA Triple Crown Winner, #2 NCHA All Time Leading Sire

LITTLE JANEY LENA
LTE: $262,441, NCHA Futurity Non Pro Champion

PLAYBOYS RUBY
#2 NCHA All Time Leading Dam

BET HESA CAT
LTE $267,465, 2011 NCHA Open World Champion, Youngest NCHA World Champion Stallion
in history, Cutting ROM, 4th 2011 AQHA World Championship Jr Cutting

FRECKLES PLAYBOY
AQHA Hall of Fame, AQHA World Champion, #3 NCHA All Time Leading Sire

BET YER BLUE BOONS
LTE: $350,615, NCHA Hall of Fame, NCHA World Champion, An NCHA All Time Leading Producer(2013) Two Time NCHA Finals Champion

ROYAL BLUE BOON
LTE: #381,764, #1 NCHA All Time Leading Dam

SMART LITTLE LENA
NCHA Hall of Fame, NRCHA Hall of Fame, AQHA Hall of Fame, NCHA Triple Crown Winner, #2 NCHA All Time Leading Sire

LITTLE JANEY LENA
LTE: $262,441, NCHA Futurity Non Pro Champion

PLAYBOYS RUBY
#2 NCHA All Time Leading Dam

SDP SHOW ME OFF
Entered into NCHA Futurity withdrawn due to injury

TR DUAL REY

PEPPYS MISTY OAKS
NCHA Money Earner, 1993 Southern Futurity Open, Reserve Champion

SMART LITTLE LENA
NCHA Hall of Fame, NRCHA Hall of Fame, AQHA Hall of Fame, NCHA Triple Crown Winner, #2 NCHA All Time Leading Sire

LITTLE JANEY LENA
LTE: $262,441, NCHA Futurity Non Pro Champion

PLAYBOYS RUBY
#2 NCHA All Time Leading Dam
MAGNOLIA BARTENDER, #3284921
1994 Bay Roan
Owned By: Kenny McCullough

TWO D TWO
TWO EYED JACK
AQHA Champion Superior Halter ROM Performance
Supreme Champion Sire AQHA Champion Sire

TRIANGLE TOOKIE

ROAN BAR
PRISSY JOANN
Producer, Sup. Perf. Producer, ROM Perf. Produce

JO ANN BAR

SUNUP H
Sire of 11 Perf. Earners, 509 Pts.,
4 AQHA Champions

MAGNOLIA DUNNY
H-143 P-134.5 AQHA Champion
NCHA $ Earner, Sire of 50 pt earners, 97 pts,
3 AQHA Champions

PAULA WAGGONER

MAGNOLIA BUFFY

HARLOW STAR
Sire of 1 Perf. Earner

MARGIE’S GOLDIE
Dam of 1 Performance Earner

LITTLE SWEETIE
Dam of 1 Perf. Earner

TESTED NEGATIVE FOR ALL 5 GENETIC DISEASES
CEE BOOGER ROANO
2002 Red Roan
Owned By: Kenny McCullough

CEE BARS
CEE BAR BADGER 71
Sire of 11 performance earning 62 pts.
$2,066 NCHA, 2 performance ROM
BADGER GAL 71
CARA ROJO
CROSS 1 59 BELL 71
CROSS 5 59 BELL

CEE BOOGER RED
Sire of 41 performance earning 1186 pts.,
3 Reserve World Champ, 29 ROM, 4 Superior
Performance. Also sire of PRCA performance in
calf and team roping.

BADDGER GAL 71
CARA ROJO
CROSS 1 59 BELL 71
CROSS 5 59 BELL

BLONDY’S DUDE
SUPERIOR Halter, ROM Performance, AQHA
Champ, pts in cutting, reining, and working
cow horse. A leading sire for AQHA Champ.
BLONDY QUEEN
HARLANDER

MISS HARLA DUDE
ROM producer of top 10 finalist in calf roping
at 2000 AQHA World Show. Also producer
of 2000 circuit champion in Tulsa, OK

HARLANDER
SOFT TONE
ROM producer of 1996 PRCA AQHA
calf roping horse of the year.

2017 will be our first foal crop by Cee Booger Roano and we are sure liking his colts. Cee
Booger Red and Harlander has been the magic calf horse cross. We are
excited to see what the future holds for his offspring!

TESTED NEGATIVE FOR ALL 5 GENETIC DISEASES
DUN IT LIKE LENA, #4075183
2001 Buckskin
Owned by: Scott & Teresa Walker

EASTER KING
HOLLYWOOD JAC 86
MISS HOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
1983. Earner of $65,809,
NRHA Hall of Fame,
NRHA Derby Op Ch,
NRHA Super Stks Op Ch,
NRHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, etc. Equistat All Time #1
Rng Sire of earners of $3,326,672 with Op Fut Rsv Ch,
1 NRHA Op Derby Ch, 1 NRHA Fut Op Ch,
4 NRHA Sire of AQHA perf earning 5,006.5 pts
with 2 Wrd Ch Rng, 1 Rsv World Ch Rng,
2 Hi Pt, 17 Supr & 142 ROM

DUN BERRY
BLOSSOM BERRY
REGINA BELLA

DELL MILAGRO
KALIMAN
QUO VADIS

MY KID SIS

DOC O'LENA
SISS LENA
SISS WOLF
REY SHINING DYNAMITE,  #5013388
2007 Palomino
Owned by: Scott & Teresa Walker

GENUINE DOC
SHINING SPARK
DIAMONDS SPARKLE

TWICE AS SHINEY

DOC O DYNAMITE
SHINE A MITE
SHINY TAMU REY
PEPPY SAN BADGER
PEPPY SAN ZERO
ZERO BADGER GIRL

BADGERS BIGSTEP BABE

NOBLES ALEJOS STEP
NOBLE SEXY QUICKSTEP
NOBLES QUICK TRIP

TWICE AS SHINEY Performance Record: Earner of $77,150 (NRHA $42,731; NRCHA $30,700; AIF $1,026) and 34 AQHA points: 1999 NRHA Intermediate Open Futurity Champion and finalist Open; 2000 AQHA Reserve World Champion Junior Working Cowhorse; 6th, 1999 NRCHA World Champion Open Snaffle Bit Futurity; 1999 Santa Ynez RCH Open Snaffle Bit Futurity Reserve Champion; 1999 Equi-Stat #5 Three-Year-Old Open Reined Cowhorse; in 2002, Reserve Champion of the National Reining Breeders’ Classic USET Qualifier; top ten finalist in the NRHA Derby USET Semi-Finals; finalist in the USET Reining Finals; in 2001, top 10, NRHA Open Derby; finalist in the National Reining Breeders’ Classic 4/5-Year-Old Open; an Equi-Stat Leading 4/5-Year-Old Reining Horse; in 2000, finalist in the NRCHA Open Reined Cowhorse Stakes. AQHA Performance ROM, 14 working cowhorse, 20 reining points.
ROYAL BLUE TEXAS, #4820704
2006 Gray
Owned by: Donnie & Georgina Perry
PEPPY SAN BADGER
PEPTOBOONSMAL
NCHA Earnings $165,308.44
Sire of 898 Performers

ROAN TEXAS
395 AQHA Roping Points
Register of Merit
3- Performance Superior
1- Performance Champion
2- All Around Champion
Earning $6,000.44 AQHA
World Champion Show

ROYALS BAB

ROYAL BLUE BOON

DOC'S LYNX
LYNX BAR LEGACY
$29,081.04 NCHA Earning
Colts won $320,466.72 cutting
ROYAL BAR LEGACY

ROYAL KING
TRIPLE ROYAL
Sire of 2 AQHA World Champions
ROYAL TEXAS BELL

ROYAL BLUE TEXAS stands 15.1 hands and is a son of Roan Texas. Roan Texas has 395 AQHA points in tie-down roping, heading, and healing. Royal Blue Texas is a grandson of Peptoboonsmal sired of 843 performers. We are crossing Royal Blue Texas with daughters of Little Gay Bar King. Several of our colts are being used for roping. Colts out of Royal Blue Texas are breaking out easy and showing a lot of cow sense.

Welcome Ozark Foundation Breeders
Your Source for...
- SADDLES
- BLANKETS & PADS
- TACK
- FARRIER SUPPLIES & SHOES
- TRAINING AIDS & EQUIPMENT
- CUSTOM FEED
- ADM, PURINA and NUTRENA FEED
- DIET SUPPLEMENTS
- EQUINE HEALTH PRODUCTS

25%* OFF ALL TACK ITEMS
WHEN YOU MENTION THIS AD
OFFER EXPIRES 10/15/2017.
*Farrier supplies not included in sale.

JUST SOUTH OF THE AIRPORT IN MIDWAY
6153 Hwy 126 N. ~ Gassville
870-481-5165
www.greggfarmservices.com
DOC GAB, #4127492
2001 Bay
Owned by: Deborah Mahan

LIGHTNING BAR
DOC BAR
DANDY DOLL

DOCS GABILAN
PURO TIVIO
PURE JOY
QUIZ KID

LEO SAN
MR SAN PEPPY
PEPPY BELLE

JEANIE KING
RADEL KING
KARLYE KING
DOC BAR LAURIE

Sire: DOC’S GABILAN-1977 Bay is an own son of the legendary DOC Bar. Doc’s Gabilan is a full brother of Doc’s Madrone and a seven-eighths brother to Doc Tari, Doc’s Zimfandel, Doc’s Dee Bar, Dos Fri Dee Bar, and Doc’s Jack Sprat. After only six months of training, limited by a hoof injury, he was ridden to a tenth place in the 1980 Reno Snaffle Bit Futurity by Bobby Ingersoll. He is the sire of 232 foals and 21 performing foals. He is the sire of foals with 895 AQHA points and $37,473 NCHA earnings.

Dam: JEANIE KING-1981 Sorrel is an own daughter of MR SAN PEPPY. She is the producer of performance point earner. MR SAN PEPPY $107,866 NCHA Twice World Champion, NCHA Derby Champion, NCHA Finals Open & Non Pro Champion, NCHA Hall of Fame, 161 working points, AQHA World Champion Senior Cutting, High Point Cutting Stallion and Reserve Overall, Superior Cutting and ROM. Equistat All Time Top 25 cutting Sire of earner of $2, 547,937 & top 15 leading cutting paternal/maternal grandsire of earners of $27,430,819.
PEPPY GABILAN,  #3987010
2000 Chestnut
Owned by: Mike Mahan

LIGHTNING BAR
DOC BAR
DANDY DOLL

DOCS GABILAN
PURO TIVIO
PURE JOY
QUIZ KID

LEO SAN
MR SAN PEPPY
PEPPY BELLE

JEANIE KING
RADEL KING
KARLYE KING

DOC BAR LAURIE

Sire: DOC’S GABILAN-1977 Bay is an own son of the legendary DOC Bar. Doc's Gabilan is a full brother of Doc's Madrone and a seven-eighths brother to Doc Tari, Doc's Zimfandel, Doc's Dee Bar, Dos Fri Dee Bar, and Doc's Jack Sprat. After only six months of training, limited by a hoof injury, he was ridden to a tenth place in the 1980 Reno Snaffle Bit Futurity by Bobby Ingersoll. He is the sire of 232 foals and 21 performing foals. He is the sire of foals with 895 AQHA points and $37,473 NCHA earnings.

Dam: JEANIE KING-1981 Sorrel is an own daughter of MR SAN PEPPY. She is the producer of performance point earner. MR SAN PEPPY $107,866 NCHA Twice World Champion, NCHA Derby Champion, NCHA Finals Open & Non Pro Champion, NCHA Hall of Fame, 161 working points, AQHA World Champion Senior Cutting, High Point Cutting Stallion and Reserve Overall, Superior Cutting and ROM. Equistat All Time Top 25 cutting Sire of earner of $2, 547,937 & top 15 leading cutting paternal/maternal grandsire of earners of $27,430,819.
ROAN LOBO JO,  #4843674
2006 Bay Roan
Owned by: Jerry & Diane Walker

RED BARON BELL
AQHA Champ. - 66 Hal., & 17 Perf.
Pts., W. Champ, 3 Yr-5th, Sire of 54=3
Shn: 2 Ernrs of 69 Hal., & 348 Perf. Pts., 2 Res. W.
Champs, 4 Hi-Pt. Pl., 10 W. Champs Pl., 1 Superhorse

MR BARON RED
AQHA Champ, 43 Hal., 298 Perf. Pts., 4 Hi-Pt Rop., 2 Res. W.
Champs, 5 Hi-Pt Pl., W Champ Place, Sup. Champ Rop. & HL., Sire of
417 to ’96-68 Shn: 14 Hal. Ernrs=69 Pts., 32 Perf. Ernrs=979.5 Pts.,
26 ROM, 4 Sup. Perf., 2 Yth W. Champs, 9 W. Show Pl. & 4 Hi-Pt Pl.

TWO EYED PATTI
AQHA Champ - 16 Hal. & 163 Perf., Sup. Hi-Pt. & W.
Champ - HD, 2 W. Show Pl., Dam of 5 = 2 Shn: Ernrs of
45 Hal. & 316 Perf. Pts., AQHA Champ, 4 Hi-Pt., 10 W.
Champ Pl., 2 Res. W. Champ, Superhorse

MR RED TYREE

HARLAN’S TYREE
AQHA Champ, 99 H & 73 Perf. Pts. in 6 events, Hi-Pt W.
Pts., Sup. Hal., Sire of 121 in 6 crops = 33 Perf. Earning
308 H & 1282 Perf. Pts., 17 ROMs, 3 AQHA Champs, 2
Sup. Perf., 3 Hi-Pt., 2 Res. W. Champs.

TYREE’S CLASSY
Shn. as a Yrl - no pts., Dam of 10=1 Shn. - 0 Pts.

JUTONA IMAGE
Full sis to Arena ROM, Dam of 15 = 1 Shn, no Pts.

WATCH JOE JACK
AQHA Chp. Sup H & WPls, HI-Pt WPls, 225 H&201 W Pts.
Wchp A St, HD-Pl, Sire of 1542=276 Shn. Earning 1964
H & 5453 Perf Pt. 104 ROM, 8 Sup H, 28 Sup Perf, 5 W.
Chp, 7 Res, 4 HiPt, 9 AQHA Chp

JOE JACK HONEY BAR
Pt Ernr. 3 Event. Full Brother to W. Chp. Jr. W.
W. Show Qualif. ROM

LOBO JO JACKIE

LEO BAR HONEY
Dam of: World Chp., 2 W. Show Qual., Wkg. Pt Ernr.,
2 Hal. Pt Ernr.

MR BARON RED

MISS LOBO RED

ZANDYS ROAN WOLF
CS SANCHITA SEMINOLE, #4367292
2003 Cremello
Owned by: Joe Hamby

POCO OJOS GRANDE
POCO SANCHITA OJOS
SANCHITA SAN

CL POCO GOLD DOC
SHIS GOLD DOC
LYNX O GOLD
QUEENIES DOC LYNX

JAMIE VAN
BUBAS BILLY BARNES
DYNAMITE TANDY

BUBAS POCO DOLLY
JODY CUFF
DOLLYS HANCOCK
DOLLYS FIRST

---

ASH FLAT PHARMACY INC.
For All Your Roping Needs

Ropes, Tack, and Boots
Jct. Hwy 62/167
Ash Flat, AR 72513
Phone: (870) 994-7377    Fax: (870) 994-7399
SHINE THAT FUEL TANK, #5208232
2009 Bay Roan
Owned by: Killian Quarter Horses

GENUINE DOC
SHINING SPARK
Offspring Earnings over $8.4 Million, 3 Mil NRHA Sire, 3 Mil NRCHA Sire,
AQHA World Champ. Junior Rein. (93), RHA Derby Open Champ (94), #1
NRCHA Leading Sire

DIAMONDS SPARKLE
AQHA Superhorse, NRHA & AQHA Hall of Fame

FUEL N SHINE
AQHA World Champion Jr Working Cow
Horse, Perf. Register of Merit (AQHA ROM WCH and
Reining), Jr. World Show Qualifier, 22.5 Perf. Pts.

BOOMERNIC
Earnings of $113,128, NRHA Open Futurity Chp.,
Million $ Sire, $10,000 Closed to Public as of 2008,
NRHA All-Time Leading Sire

BOOMERITA
Top 10 World Show, 8th Jr WCH, 3 Time AQHA World Show Qualifier,
Progeny Earnings: $93,000, NRHA Money Earner, NRCHA Money Earner,
AQHA High Point Performance Horse, World Show Qualifier, ROM
Performance

SUGARITA CHEX
Dam of: Performance ROM, NRHA Money Earners,
NRCHA Money Earners, and AQHA World Show Qualifiers

PEPTOBOONSMAL
NCHA Open Futurity Champion, NCHA Horse of the Year,
Offspring Earnings over 16 Million, #3 Top Cutting Sire

PEPTOS PLAYBOY
45.5 Perf. Pts. in WCH & Reining, AQHA World Show Qual in WCH

PEPTOS LADY 408
MISS FRECKLES GIRL

DRY DOC
Reserve World Champion NCHA Finals, Top 10 World
Show, Superior Performance, NCHA money-earner

DRY DOCS RUBY
JEWEL BONANZA
LEOS NIGHT HEAT,  #3955618
2000 Dun
Owned by: Glen Allen

HOLLYWOOD JAC 86
HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
BLOSSOM BERRY

DOC O’LENA
RIV O LENA
MISS RIVER’S HOSS

WAR LEO
WAR LEO JR
ECHO ANNETTE

LEO NIGHT GLO
Dam’s foals earned over 1700 AQHA Pts., over $10,000, AQHA World Show and over $25,000 NRHA and NRCHA

LES GLO
LES’ NIGHT GLO
MYATTA

AQHA Performance Champion
280 AQHA Performance Points
Superior Dally Team Roping Heading and Heeling
Superior Tie-Down Roping
Open and Amateur Performance Register of Merit
2004 AQHA World Show Junior Heading finalist
2005 AQHA World Show Junior Heading 5th place
7 Time World Show Qualified in 3 Events
2006 Open High Point Senior Tie-Down Roping 6th place

Super Horse Contender, 2001 World Show Earner & 345 Pts in 5 events
NRHA Open Futurity Money Earner;
His GET have earned over 3,729 pts., 4 Performance Championships;
2 Reserve World Championships

LEO NIGHT GLO

HOLLYWOOD HEAT

73
PLAYRIGHT BY DUN IT, #5486717
2012 Buckskin Stallion
Owned by: Scott and Teresa Walker

HOLLYWOOD JAC 86
HOLLYWOOD DUN IT
BLOSSOM BERRY

DUN IT LIKE LENA

KALIMAN
MY KID SIS
SISS LENA

FRECKLES PLAYBOY
SANGRIAS PLAYRIGHT
DOCS SANGRIA

THERMO PLAYRIGHT

HOLLIES CHUBBY DOC
HOLLY THERMO WOLF
CHICKASA SOCK
BEAU JACK BARTENDER, #4553219  
2004 Bay Roan  
Owned by: McCullough Farms

TWO EYED JACK
WATCH JOE JACK
WATCH JO MOORE

FIDDLIN BEAU JACK
BEAU BONANZA
MS FIDDLIN BEAU
TWO EYED TREGO

TWO EYED JACK
TWO ID BARTENDER
PRISSY JOANN

FOXY LADY BARTENDER
MR BARON RED
BARONS FOXY LADY
SUKAY SUZY

TESTED NEGATIVE FOR ALL 5 GENETIC DISEASES

MR ZAN SONOITA, #3577694  
1997 Sorrel  
Owned by: McCullough Farms
PAR THREE
ZAN PARR BAR
TERRY’S PAL

ZAN PARR ZAN
ZANTANON BOB
TICKLED SILLY
MISS TROUBLE TOO

RANCHO DICK
DICK SONOITA
SONOITA LITTLE KAVY

SONOITA TINA
HARLAN’S TYREE
MARTINAREE
MARTINI JUG

TESTED NEGATIVE FOR ALL 5 GENETIC DISEASES
FUTURE REFERENCE SIRE:
FRENCH STREAKINTOAR #5790690
2016 Bay Roan
Owned by: Scott and Teresa Walker

STREAKIN SIX
A STREAK OF FLING
MOON FLING

FRENCH STREAKTOVEGAS
SUN FROST
PC FRENCHMANS FLIRT
FRENCHMAN'S LADY
DASH FOR CASH
PREFERRED PAY
FANCY THREE

GOT ROSES
SON OF A RAP
RAPPED IN ROSES
QUICK ROSES
Farmers Plant Food

1787 Hwy 62 W
Salem, AR 72576
Ph. 870-895-4888

Fertilizer • Seeds • Chemicals

D. S Saddlery
Viola, AR
870-371-0271
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Bids:
Each horse will sell to the highest bidder. If a tie results, the auctioneer will open the bidding up between those two bidders only. In case of a dispute, the auctioneer shall have sole authority to settle the bid.

Payment:
All horses are to be paid for the day of the sale. No horse shall leave the grounds without a bill of sale. Terms are CASH - to be paid in U.S. currency and/or on U.S. banks. Cash, Personal Checks, and all major credit cards will be accepted. There will be a 3% processing fee on all credit card transactions. Positive I.D. with photo is required to receive a buyer's number.

Registration Papers:
All registration papers will be withheld by the sale management, checks and cash purchases. Buyers will pay transfer fees at time of purchase. Approximately in 2 weeks all papers will be mailed to AQHA.

Title:
Immediately after the horse is sold it will be the sole risk and responsibility of the buyer. Effective from the time of purchase, the buyer resumes responsibility for the maintenance and care of the animal. The buyer further agrees to indemnify and hold the consignor or Ozarks Foundation Breeders Association, harmless from all loss, cost and expense arising from illness, injury, or death of such animal, or loss or damage to property, and injury or death of persons, caused by the buyer, the buyer's agents or employees, or by the animal subsequent to the time of purchase. All horses should be removed from the site same day of sale, unless other arrangements have been made with management.

Health:
All horses will have a current negative Coggins test within 6 months. A veterinarian will be on site day of sale for required health papers. All known defects are announced before each horse is started. There is no guarantee regarding the soundness or condition or any other quality of any horse sold in this sale. Each horse will be sold under this rule, therefore, no horse can be rejected by the buyer when it is struck off by the auctioneer.

Definition of Breeder:
1. Colt born from mare registered in members name.
2. Own sire and/or dam of colt, registered in member's name

Announcements:
Any announcements made the day of sale shall take precedence over printed information within this sale catalog. We will call to your attention, the day of the sale, any printing errors detected, or changes that may have occurred after the printing of this catalog.

Phone Bids:
870-371-0315. Buyers wishing to place a phone bid MUST register prior to sale time at 10:00 a.m. to obtain approval, instructions and bidders number. Payment for horses bought by phone bid must have payment wired to OFBA Bank Account within 48 hours after date of sale.

Horses on Grounds:
Any horse found on grounds not belonging to OFBA Members will be assessed a $150 fee and be removed from grounds.
Ozarks Foundation
Breeders Association
3891 Center Point Loop • Elizabeth, AR 72531